
Taylor Wimpey / DPDS Responses to the SRA “Gridlock Report” 
 
Detailed below are the email exchanges between the SRA and DPDS (consultancy based in Swindon acting on 
behalf of Taylor Wimpey).  
 
4 May 2013 – SRA email the “Gridlock Report” to Taylor Wimpey and DPDS 
 
Dear Rob and Les 
  
I have today published the attached report and am copying you at the same time as sending to councillors, 
MP’s etc. 
  
Executive Summary 
Representative traffic flow analysis conducted by the SRA indicates that the current design of the Ridgeway 
Farm spine road together with the closure of part of the B4553 (between Sparcells and Swinley Drive 
roundabouts) will lead to traffic backing up along its length during both peak hours.  This is very likely to create 
gridlock on the north Sparcells roundabout during the morning and evening peak periods, blocking the flow of 
traffic in both directions between Mead Way and Thamesdown Drive - the main arterial route for traffic 
between West & North Swindon. In light of this and, as a matter of pressing urgency, Shaw Residents' 
Association ask that: 
1.      Taylor Wimpey implements a radical redesign of the development 
2.      Swindon Borough Council (SBC) together with Wiltshire County Council (WCC) as a matter of urgency 

commission a truly independent (e.g. NOT council officers or any organisation that has previously been 
involved with Ridgeway Farm) expert review of this report to validate its accuracy and a new detailed 
traffic audit of Ridgeway Farm and the surrounding area 

3.      In anticipation of Taylor Wimpey sticking to the current design: 
o   SBC to implement radical traffic controls on Swinley Drive 
o   SBC to raise the urgency of the Thamesdown Drive to B&Q trunk road to critical 
o   WCC to implement measures to protect Lydiard Millicent and Washpool from the expected traffic 

onslaught 

  
Should this prediction be accurate, the negative consequences for the highway network and public safety in 
West and north Swindon together with Lydiard Millicent will be dramatic. 
  
Best Regards 
Kevin Fisher 
SRA Chair 
www.shawresidents.org.uk 
 
 13 May 2013 – reply from DPDS 
  
Dear Kevin 
  
Thank you for your continued comments regarding the applications for approval of reserved matters on 
Ridgeway Farm and specifically the transport observations you make. 
  
As you know WSP prepared a transport assessment on behalf of Taylor Wimpey Oxfordshire (TWO) which was 
submitted to Wiltshire Council as part of the outline planning application for Ridgeway Farm. This application 
was eventually refused and subsequently went to appeal and a Public Local Inquiry and was reviewed in detail 
by Wiltshire Council, Swindon Borough Council, and third party objectors including yourself on behalf of Shaw 
Residents Association. 
  
The transport work WSP undertook used the Swindon Borough Council’s traffic model which is a strategic 
model developed to test developments and infrastructure for future year impacts.  The model considers 
impacts on the local roads as well as the strategic roads and provides the best tool to assess developments 
such as Ridgeway Farm. 

http://www.shawresidents.org.uk/�


  
Whilst we appreciate that you have tried to understand the operation of the current road network by 
conducting surveys, obtaining views from your member residents and predicting traffic, it really is not possible 
to manually predict how and where people will travel in the future, hence modelling tools such as Swindon’s 
traffic model have been developed and used by Local Highway Authorities. 
  
The work that WSP have undertaken associated with the model and the transport assessment has been agreed 
by Swindon Borough Council and Wiltshire Council.  The model was accepted at the Public Local Inquiry by you 
and has demonstrated the impacts of the Ridgeway Farm development on both the local and wider area. The 
evidence was accepted by the Inspector appointed to hold the Public Local Inquiry and the Secretary of State 
subsequently accepted the Inspector’s recommendation and allowed the appeal. As a result, TWO are now 
obliged to adhere to the conditions attached to that approval, the broad principles established by the master 
plan and the highway package that went with it. These were fully supported by the Transport Assessment that 
formed part of the Environmental Statement that accompanied and formed part of the outline planning 
application. The Environmental Statement remains an important document that must also continue to be 
respected during the approval of reserved matters and implementation stages. 
  
TWO is currently implementing the outline planning permission as issued by the Secretary of State by 
submitting applications for the approval of matters reserved under the terms of the outline planning 
permission.  They are simply not, therefore, in a position where they may review or depart from the 
fundamental design principles that underpinned the outline planning application to which the outline planning 
permission relates.  
  
If you have any further comments regarding the highway elements of the reserved matters applications, then 
we respectfully suggest that these are probably best directed to Wiltshire Council and Swindon Borough 
Council, who are the two Local Highway Authorities rather than TWO, as they (primarily Wiltshire Council) will 
ultimately be responsible for approving the applications and adopting the roads on completion of 
development. 
  
TWO do not want to be unhelpful in this matter but feel obliged to adhere to the fundamental principles of the 
scheme upon which the outline planning permission has been granted. 
  
Kind regards 
  
Les  
L M Durrant 
Chairman & Managing Director 
DPDS Consulting Group 
 
15 May 2013 – reply from SRA to DPDS 
 
Dear Les and Robert 
  
Thank you for your response in which there is one significant surprise to me. It is where you state “The model 
was accepted at the Public Local Inquiry by you...” since I have never agreed with the model, can you tell me 
where my “agreement” is documented please? I presented two documents at the appeal, both can be found 
on the SRA web site and I gave copies to Robert Phelps when we met a few months ago. 
www.shawresidents.org.uk/ridgeway-farm 

• Community submission against the development of Ridgeway Farm: Paragraph 192 title is “traffic 
data used by the developer and SBC appears at odds with reality”. It shows many instances where I 
disagreed with the model, not least because it suggested Swinley Drive has just 80 vehicles on it at 
peak times today – a number woefully inaccurate and accepted as such by Mr Blacker of WSP at the 
appeal  

• Summing up: Page 2 mid-way I show that WSP had Swinley drive recorded as being 7.3 metres wide in 
their model when it is in fact 6.75m. Second paragraph from the bottom, I point out that the 

http://www.shawresidents.org.uk/ridgeway-farm�


appellants traffic model has three Swinley Drives and the appellant was unable to answer whether 
the model included a fully utilised industrial area at Hillmead. Page 5 second from last paragraph 
where I point out the un-sustainable nature of the appellants traffic modelling. Indeed much of my 
summing up was dedicated to showing my complete disagreement with the model 

Aside from the above (which I would like a response to), I have two straight forward questions: 
1. Do you agree or disagree with the SRA gridlock conclusion (in the report noted in this emails title) on the 
north Sparcells roundabout as a result of the Ridgeway Farm development? 
2. Do you foresee any situation whereby the existing Purton Road between Sparcells roundabout and Swinley 
Drive roundabout will need to remain permanently open?  
  
Best Regards 
Kevin 
 
 17 May 2013 – reply from DPDS to the SRA 
 
Dear Kevin 
 
Thank you for your further response. I have set out below our further comments. 
 
The SATURN Model is not WSP’s; it is Swindon Borough Council’s model.  At the commencement of the 
planning application process we were instructed by Wiltshire and Swindon Borough Councils to use the traffic 
model so that the transportation impacts of the Ridgeway Farm development could be assessed against the 
model accepted and approved by the relevant Highway Authorities.  In using this model we demonstrated the 
impact of Ridgeway Farm on both the local road network and also the strategic road network.  Discussions 
regarding road widths are immaterial in this context and not relevant; this was explained to you at the Public 
Inquiry. 
 
In answer to your two specific questions, I have consulted WSP and their comments are as follows; 

• The paper prepared by SRA takes no account of the road network outside of the immediate Swinley 
Drive/Purton Road area.  Therefore the conclusions it presents are unsound. 

• The road connection from Swinley Drive to Sparcells Roundabout has been assessed as closed.  The 
proposed spine road through Ridgeway Farm will form the main link replacing this road.  There is no 
need to provide two roads connecting Swinley Drive to Sparcells Roundabout. 

I hope this additional information is sufficient. In the meantime, TWO will continue with their programme of 
submitting Applications for Approval of Reserved Matters strictly in accordance with the outline planning 
permission and the conditions attached thereto. We envisage that the first of these will take place in the next 
week or so. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Les 
 
L M Durrant Dip TP MRTPI FRICS MInstD 
Chairman and Managing Director 
DPDS Consulting Group 
 
SRA editorial note: In the above email DPDS state “discussions regarding road widths are immaterial in this 
context and not relevant; this was explained to you at the Public Inquiry”.  It was not since the width of the 
spine road was not raised by the SRA during the inquiry since we were not aware it was to be only 6.5m wide 
at that time 
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